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Dy.ygacir 8A-o.] Abrylagyrb yv Gyanki
Oj9 ?racri Masin

{orrort darin e or Arxaqi me]5 SdyÕanagyrdi5
<ov,ii yv ,r]annyrov garc mu tbroxnyrov me]5 ARÓA6i
8A-o.] Abrylagyrb yv +amanagagix Ov..yxov3x9
qoracrow tasacirku g`0cdacor/ovi ov..ov;ivn dalov
yv ji,d tasdiaragylov hamar nor syrovntu1 A3ndy.
nyrga3axwa/ e algoholi5 /qaqodi5 in[bes nayv o[
ji,d snovnti 0cdacor/man wnasagar aztyxov;ivnnyrov
masin5 in[bys nayv marzanki5 ji,t snovnti yv tragan
gyxovaxki garyvorov;yan yv 0cdagarov;yan masin1
1998 ovsovmnagan darova3 Sybdympyri megen iwyr
ARÓA Himnargi gazmagyrba/ 8A-o.] Abrylagyrb yv
G3anki Oj9 /racrin hydyva/ yn avyli kan 20,000
a,agyrdnyr Arxaqi yv Ha3asdani daraxkin1
A-o.]ov;yan bahbanman yv wyragancman hamar
bydk e sgsil mangov;ynyn5 tbroxagan hasagin5
kanzi wada-o.] abrylagyrbi oro, soworov;ivnnyr gu
ortycrovin d.ox yv a.]ganx go.my tbroxagan
hasagin1 Aha ;e in[ov anhra=y,d yn ARÓA Himnargi
gazmagyrba/ 8A-o.] Abrylagyrb yv G3anki Oj9
tasun;axknyru yv dbacrwa/ cirkyru5 oronk
tbroxagan hasagi yryqanyrovn oro, badgyraxovm
govdan irynx 0rganizmi yv gadarwo. Fizikagan
ÔoÕoqov;ivnnyrovn masin` nbasdylow o[ mia3n a-o.]
abrylagyrbi 2yvavormanu5 a3l nayv naqnagan
ganqarcyli[ mi]oxnyrov /ano;axmann ov iracor/manu1
A3s dari ovraqov;yamp gu 3a3dnynk or5 usd Brn7
Pacrad Ysa3ani5 Ha3asdani Gr;ov;yan yv
Cidov;yan Naqarari Dy.agal` tbroxnyrov c/ow5 or
badasqanadov an2n e bydagan tbroxnyrov
ba,donagan /racrin5 ARÓA Himnargi gazmagyrba/
8A-o.] Abrylagyrb yv G3anki Oj96in nman0rinag
/racir artyn isg badrasdova/ e yv tasacrkyru
crova/1 A3s tasyru #ovnovar !5 2009 ;ovaganyn sgsyal
bidi tasavantovin polor bydagan tbroxnyrovn me]1
Yrgrort ovraq lovru or govzynk 3a3dnyl hydyvyaln e7
Anjar Ha3avani Calovsd Givlbyngyan6#ara]
War=aranin5 yv nayv Ha3 Avydaranagan
Yrgrortagan War=aranin me] bidi tasavantovi 8A-
o.] Abrylagyrb yv G3anki Oj9 /racriu1 Avylin5
By3rov;i N,an Òalanjyan Jymarani a,agyrdnyru
no3nbys bidi ovsovxovin 8A-o.] Abrylagyrb yv G3anki
Oj9 /raciru1 Tasacrkyr ov.argovyxan Yryvanyn
Lipanan orbyszi anmi]abys5 #ovnovar amsyn isg
sgsin tasavantov;ivnnyru1 G`yn;atrynk or a3s
norov;ivnnyru xov3x govdan or ARÓA6i dara/
a,qadanknyru irynx garyvor tyru gu gadaryn
nbasdylow myr nor syrovnti a-o.] tasdiaragov;yan1
A-o.]ov;ivnu azca3in ar=yk garyli e hamaryl5 yv a-
anx a-o.] syrovnti o[ meg yrgir5 o[ meg azc5 grna
,o,aÕyli 3a]o.ov;ivn ar2anacryl1 Ovsdi5 nor syrovnti
a-o.]ov;ivnu yv    a-o.] tasdiaragov;ivnu ha3
bydov;yan yv azcin cyraga3 qntirnyrov ,arkin bydk
e tasovi1

Editorial: Respect the Past and Imagine the Future

Those who look only to the past or present will certainly miss the
future. If, however, each one of us does a little more than our
duty then the future will take care of itself. The future belongs to
those who see possibilities. It is not a place where you are going,
but the reality that you are creating. The right path to choose is
not found by chance but created, and on the way it changes both

the maker and the destination. The future will belong not only to
the educated man, but to the man who is educated to use his time
wisely. If we can recognize that the future will bring change and
uncertainty, and that these are basic principles of life, we can
greet the future and the transformation it brings about with a
good understanding of what we want and where we want to go.
Instead of striving to be right at a high cost, it is better to be
flexible and be open to change to lower the cost. If you cannot
accurately predict the future, which we will never be able to do,

then you must be flexible to deal with various possible futures.
The future could be dangerous if you don’t anticipate failures and
take necessary caution. “The major advances in civilization are
processes that all but wreck the societies in which they occur”,
(Alfred North Whitehead). Don’t dwell too much on the past,
because you may turn around to find the future has run out on
you. The only way that you can predict the future is if you can
figure out what is happening to and around you now and if you
have the power to shape it. It’s all a matter of mindset. There are

those of us who let things happen the way they want to, those of
us who strive to make it happen the way we want to, and those of
us who wonder what happened. So, it’s all a matter of how you
imagine the future. What you see in your mind for your future, is
what your body will try to achieve. It’s all a matter of
perspective.
A story has been told that some years ago a French businessman,
who owned a shoe factory, wanted to expand his market into

Northern Africa. So he sent one of his salesmen to travel to those
countries and evaluate the market and come back with a report.
This salesman traveled and came back and said it is not a viable
market. The businessman asked why? His salesman replied “no
one wears shoes”. The businessman was not convinced. So, he
called upon his best salesman (who happened to be Armenian)
and sent him on to North Africa to assess the market himself.
The Armenian salesman came back and reported “There is a
huge market potential down there, they are all ill equipped. No

one wears shoes.” So, it’s all a matter of perspective. When you
set your mind and work hard you can achieve more than you
think, even the impossible (sometimes). A wise man said “They
researched and found out that it can not be done. So, they went
ahead and did it anyway”.

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year - <norhavor Nor Dari yv Sovrp ?novnt
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Yryvani Bydagan Jardaracidagan Hamalsarani 8Bolidyqnig9 ba,dona;yr;in me]
dbova/ crov;ivnu ARÓA6i gazmagyrba/ 8:aÕonnyrov Ga-awarman9 cida=o.owi masin 6
nyrkyvi crov;ivnu yv ngaru1

http://www.seua.am/arm/tert/Hoktember29_2008/6.html



Yryvani Bydagan Jardaracidagan Hamalsarani 8Bolidyqnig9 ba,dona;yr;in me]
dbova/ crov;ivnu ARÓA6i gazmagyrba/ Norararov;yan Mrxovmi masin 6 nyrkyvi ngar1

http://www.seua.am/arm/tert/Hoktember29_2008/10.html

http://www.ysu.am/site/index.php?lang=1&page=2&search_keyword=&m=&y=&p_num=2&id=1701

http://www.ysu.am/site/index.php?lang=2&page=2&search_keyword=&m=&y=&p_num=2&id=1589
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Trip Report, by H. Panossian
During a trip to Armenia in September and October of 2008 I
had the opportunity to meet with the Minister of Education
and Science, the Minister of Health, the Minister of Economy,
the Minister of Diaspora, the deputy Ministers of Education
and Science and that of Nature Protection, the president of the
State Engineering University of Armenia (SEUA) and
members of the faculty and staff of the SEUA and the Yerevan

State University:
On September 16 I had an interview with the Voice of
America representative in Armenia, Ms. Shoushanik
Marashlian. It was broadcast on TV and sent as a link for
everyone to view. A good overview of the ARPA activities in
Armenia was covered. In the evening of the same day I
attended a reception of the 250th anniversary of mining in
Akhtala, Armenia, organized by Metal Prince (The ARPA
V.P. in Armenia, Serop Der Boghossian’s mining company)

and the Akhtala Municipality. Prime Minister Sargsyan was
supposed to attend, but he had last minute change of plans. At
the reception we were going to talk with him and invite him to
the ARPA “Invention Competition” awards ceremony.
On September 17 I met with the President of the State
Engineering University of Armenia (SEUA), Prof. Vostanik
Maroukhyan in his office and had long discussions about the
“Waste Management” conference and the “Invention

Competition”, as well as ways and means of cooperation and
steps that need to be taken to make these events a success.
Also present were Prof. Laert Hovhannissyan, Pro-rector for
financial and student activities and social programs and Prof.
Norik Haroutiunyan. The agenda for the “Waste
Management” conference was discussed and finalized after a
few changes. They were all very cordial and showed a great
deal of cooperation. Several other meetings were also held
with SEUA during several other occasions and issues related

to helping the SEUA be actively involved with the industry,
among others, were discussed.
On September 18 I had a meeting with Dr. Aram Hajian, the
deputy Dean of Engineering, and talked with Dr. Artak
Hambaryan, the Chair of Industrial Engineering of the
American University of Armenia (AUA). The “Invention
Competition”, the “Waste Management” conference,
cooperation between ARPA and the AUA and how the AUA
can participate were discussed.

On September 22 I had a meeting with the Minister of
Education and Science, Hon. Spartak Seyranyan, and
discussed with him the “Invention Competition” awards
ceremony and the “Waste Management” conference and
invited him to attend the first and hand out the certificates and
the awards. He did not promise, but said to call him the next
day and see how to schedule it at an appropriate time. He was
called the next day and the day after and his response was that

he would not be able to attend but he will assign Mr. Bakrat
Yesayan, his deputy Minister in charge of the school system of
Armenia, to attend. Mr. Bakrat Yesayan was visited and the
waste management conference and the awards ceremony were
discussed and the latter event was scheduled on October 1 at
3:00 pm in the SEUA, based on his availability. Also, Mr. Ara
Avedisyan, the other deputy Minister of Education and
Science was visited. He has been the liaison with ARPA
regarding both the “Waste Management” conference and the

“Invention Competition”. Both Deputy Ministers promised to

attend these events and even agreed to say a few opening
remarks and words of encouragement to the participants.
On September 23 Dr. Madeleine Tashjian, our Executive
Director in Armenia and myself visited Hon. Dr. Harutiun
Koushkyan, the Minister of Health and discussed with him the

“Waste Management” conference and invited the Ministry to
send a representative. Also discussed was the possibility of
cooperation with ARPA in preparing videos on matters related
to health issues of the youth of Armenia. He was very
receptive.
On September 25 and 26 Dr. Madeleine Tashjian, ARPA
Executive Director in Armenia, and I had already made all the
arrangements for the “Waste Management” conference

implementation and the small receptions during breaks. The
conference was held in the nuclear training center of the
Polytechnic and started on time with opening remarks by Hon.
Deputy Minister Bakrat Yesayan and Prof. Vostanik
Maroukhyan. The conference was directed by Prof. Laert
Hovhannissyan. The local press was also invited. There were
over 60 attendees from the Government, academia and public
and private organizations. Presentations were made by local
experts and by Dr. Ara Kasparian, Director of the

Environmental Management Program, Bureau of Engineering,
Department of Public Works of the Los Angeles City and by
Mr. Varouj Abkian, Assistant Director Bureau of Sanitation,
Department of Public Works, City of Los Angeles. At the end
of the conference there was a panel discussion with the
participation of our experts from LA and various experts from
Armenia. Dr. Anahit Alexandryan, the deputy Minister of the
Ministry of Nature Protection did not participate in the panel,
as was planned, although she did make a presentation on the

first day of the conference.
On October 1, Wednesday at 3:00 pm, over 50 university
students, professors, press representatives and university staff
were gathered in the Nuclear Training center of the SEUA
(Polytechnic) for the awards ceremony of the ARPA Invention
Competition. We waited for Mr. Ara Avetisyan and Mr.
Bakrat Yesayan, the deputy Ministers of Education and
Science, to arrive. But they did not show up. So, the ceremony

was started without them at 3:30 pm. I made a few opening
remarks, congratulated all the participating students and their
advisors and discussed the way the competition was
organized, evaluations were carried out and the winners were
selected. I also discussed the rules and criteria for the
competition, formally announced/launched the competition for
next year and then announced the names of the participants
and their advisors to come to the podium and receive their
certificates and the awards for the winners. At the end some of

the advisors made a few remarks and congratulated their
students and thanked ARPA for this very important event. Dr.
Alexander Markarov, the VP of the Yerevan State University,
congratulated the winners and all the participants and thanked
ARPA for this very significant competition. He expressed
hope that ARPA could also work with the YSU and organize
such events in the future. Prof. L. Hovannissyan, VP of the
SEUA, also thanked ARPA and congratulated the students and
their advisors.

On October 4 and 5 the  Armtech Congress 2008 was
attended in the Marriott/Armenia Hotel. This was a forum of
all high tech industries and companies working in Armenia,
where presentations were made by Government officials



regarding the laws on investments and rights and obligations
of foreign companies, and stressed the need for better
communication and technological environments in Armenia.
The Minister of Economy, Mr. Nerces Yeritsyan, was also
present and made a speech. During the intermission, I met

with Minister Yeritsyan and his deputies and presented the
activities of ARPA Institute to him. He promised to be very
responsive to our needs and instructed his deputies, Mr. Bakrat
Yengibaryan, the director of Enterprise Incubator Foundation,
and Ms. Zhenya Azizyan, head of the IT Development
department of the Ministry, to coordinate all future ARPA
activities with them.
On October 6 Dr. Tashjian and myself met with Mr. Yesayan

and his expert on education, Ms. Anahit Mouradyan, who is in
charge of the Government sponsored course on health
education, which is similar to our “Health Education and
Lifestyle Program”, and  is currently in progress. The
textbooks are being finalized, and the course is planned to start
in February 2009 and will be taught to the 8th and 9th graders in
all secondary schools of Armenia. She was very thankful to
ARPA for starting the HELP program and stressed the benefit
that the Ministry has derived from our HELP textbook and all

the advice and inputs received from ARPA. So did Mr.
Yesayan and promised to keep ARPA posted on the progress
being made in this area.
On October 15 I made a presentation about the ARPA
activities in Armenia to the press representatives of all the
Armenian papers in Beirut, Lebanon, including the Aztag
daily, Ararat and others. There was a great deal of interest
from the audience and Mr. Dickran Jinbashian, the principal of
Jemaran wanted to have a copy of the textbook on HELP and

promised to teach the course in his school. Similar discussions
were held with the principals of the C. Gulbenkian and the
Armenian Evangelical School in Anjar and they wanted to
teach the HELP course in their schools as well. So, two
textbooks were sent to each of these schools from Armenia.
On October 21 at 10:30 am I appeared live on the Yerkir
Media television station of Armenia for half an hour. ARPA
activities were discussed and the announcement for next

year’s “Invention Competition” was shown on TV.  I also
talked with Minister Seyranyan on the phone about the no-
show of deputy Ministers Yesayan and Avedisyan and
expressed my disappointment. He promised to take action and
make sure such neglect will never occur again. I thanked him
for his cooperation and sponsorship of the events.

Please make your tax-deductible donation to

ARPA Institute. ARPA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit

organization, ID No. 95-4423297. Please cut and
enclose this slip with your donation and send to:
Mr. Harold DeMirjian, ARPA Treasurer
13100 Addison Street
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
Name & Address:
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
____ $50        ____ $100         ____$250    ___$500
____ $1,000   ____ $5,000      ____$10,000
Thank you! For more information, please visit

http://www.ARPAInstitute.org

Dr. H. Panossian & Dr. M. Tashjian with Hon.

Spartak Seyranian, Minister of Education & Science

of Armenia

Dr. Ara Kasparian & Dr. Hagop Panossian with

Hon. Harutiun Kushkyan, Minister of Health

Dr. M. Tashjian & Dr. H. Panossian with Deputy

Minister of Education & Science Bakrat Yesayan and

Head of Health Education, Ms. Anahit Manoukyan

Waste Management Conference



On October 22 at 4:45 pm Mr. Gabriel Injejikian and myself
met with the Minister of Diaspora of Armenia, Hon. Mrs.
Hranoush Hakobyan. plans for coordinating Armenia-
Diaspora future activities ARPA activities and ways and
means that we can provide assistance to the Ministry were

discussed, as well as her and various important issues that
relate to strengthening Armenia.

Dr. H. Panossian & Mr. Gabriel Injejikian with

Minister of Diaspora Hon. Hranoush Hakobyan

Above are the 1st, 2nd, 3nd & 4th place winners with their

advisors and ARPA President H. Panossian & Executive

Director, M. Tashjian

A-a]in1 Sofi3a A3tin3an5 Tawi; Taw;3an5
Wartan Tan.3an5 Ar;ovr A.o3an.
Yrgrort1 Ha3asdan {aqal3an
Yrrort1 Arovs3ag Manovg3an
{orrort1 Wahram Movrat3an 6paxaga36 yv Etig
Mgo3an

Pictured is a scene from the “Invention Competition”

At the Head of the Table Speaking is Dr. M. Tashjian

The “Invention Competition” Reception



ARPA Lectures given from July 2007 to

December 2008 in Merdinian Armenian School

Auditorium, Sherman Oaks, CA.
1. Prof. Vahe Petrosian of Stanford University, California,
presented a lecture on “Manifestation of Matter & Energy in
the Universe; Black Holes, Dark Matter and Dark Energy”.

How to Build a Universe? Physicists looking inward and
astronomers peering outward, have increased our knowledge
about the universe, resulting in new theories & ideas, some
good and some crazy. May be our universe was built out of
nothingness or vacuum. Is this the truth or is it the figment of
our imagination? Perhaps the universe was actually
constructed 5000 years, 5000 days or 5 seconds ago? The
answer to these questions is hidden in the nature of the matter
and energy which run the universe. It turns out that what we

and Earth are made of is a tiny fraction of the Visible Matter
in the universe, which is a tiny fraction of the Ordinary Matter
(mainly invisible), which is also a tiny fraction of the not so
ordinary matter called Dark Matter, which in turn is a small
fraction of the (yet unknown) substance called Dark Energy.
So why do we seem so insignificant? Are we? What are all
this stuff made of and exactly how do we measure them? What
was the past and what will the future of our universe be?  The

lecture will address these questions and issues.
2. Mrs. Sona Simonian-Zeitlian presented a lecture on “The
Folk Tradition of Musa Dagh”. The folk tradition or the orally
transmitted stories engender a strong connection that links the
generations. Those folktales are vehicles of age-old manners,
customs and folk wisdom. As such, they are instruments for
asserting cultural identity, based on shared experiences and
values. The oral tradition has been central to the lives of Musa
Daghtsis as a form of popular entertainment during festivals

and especially as a means to while away the long winter
nights. Its importance has waned as the living conditions have
changed after the relocation of Musa Daghtsis to Anjar,
Lebanon and Armenia. The heroes of the Musa Dagh folktales
are mostly kings, princes, princesses, traders and peasant men
and women. The virtues of the folk hero integrate physical
aptitude with a dedication to justice, integrity and audacity, as
well as a merciful attitude, modesty, hard work, honest gain

and patience. The hero seeks freedom and proudly endures
hardships for the sake of boldly asserting his independence of
thought and action. The heroines of the tales have the defining
role of either motivating the hero to realize lofty ideals or
letting him sink into the depths of despair. The patient,
diligent and conciliatory heroine overcomes difficulties and
always stands by her husband. She is modest, loyal and rates
the family honor as a precious gift. Motherhood ennobles her,
deepens her great capacity for love, even enables her to make

the ultimate sacrifice for her children. Musa Daghtsis consider
such a heroine “the greatest treasure on earth.”
3. Dr. Nikola Shahgaldian, a former RAND Corporation
political analyst and an advisor to the President of Armenia,
gave a lecture on 8Ha3asdani Hanrabydov;3an
Ardaki n  Harapy r o v ; 3 o v n n y r i  Abaca
Mardahrawyrnyru91 Ha3asdani Hanrabydov;3an
(HH ) darinyrov ,r]aÕagman yv Arxaqi harxi
lov/man hyd a-n]wo. t=warov;3ovnnyrovn badja-ow
ardakin ka.akagano v; 3o vnu ;njo vga 3in
partov;3ovnnyrow likn e1 Tasaqosov;3ovnu
ba3manaworo. cor/onnyru hydyv3alnyrn yn7

A7 HH6i ka.akagan togdrinan in|[ [e yv in|[ e1
In|[ e nra garyvorov;3ovnu1 <arovnagaganov;|3ovn5
hsdagax|ovm5 sahmanaÕag|ovm1
P7 HH6i ka.akagan togdrina3i nbadagnyru`
bahbanovm angaqov;3an5 bydagan sahmannyri yv
sahmanatragan garcyri1
C7 HH6i ka.akagan togdrina3i nbadagnyri
iracor/man ka.akagan ylkyrn ov nranx a-
a]nahyr;ov;3ovnnyru1
T7 HH6i ardakin harapyrov;3ovnnyri pnov3;u hinc
himnagan tyragadarnyri hyd1
Y7 Arxaqi himnaharxu1
4. Mr. Vartkes Yeghiayan, the attorney who pursues claims
of Pre-Genocide insurance cases against various European
banks, presented a lecture on: "Fighting in the Trenches on the
Genocide Asset Recovery". The continuous denial of the
Armenian genocide by Turkey is evidence of a serious defect

in the international system of nation-states that needs to be
rectified. In this respect, the continued pursuit of legal justice
by attorney Vartkes Yeghiayan and others provide the impetus
for younger generations to ensure that never again such
inhuman treatment of minorities ever be practiced by
sovereign nations. The lecture covered the initiation, the
outcome and the current status of the legal cases of Armenian
Genocide survivors’ children and grand children with New

York Life, Axa Insurance Co (French), Victoria Insurance Co
(German) and the three German Banks; namely, the Deutsche
Bank, the Deutsche Orient Bank and the Dresner Bank. Mr.
Yeghiayan outlined the background facts of some of the
numerous legal cases and the legal issues involved. The New
York Life Insurance, for instance, sold more than 5,000 life
insurance policies to Armenians in the Ottoman Empire. More
policies were sold before 1915 in Ottoman Turkey than in
twenty-one states in the United States. After the Genocide of

1915-1923, many Armenian survivors fought for
compensation for the loss of life of their relatives, to no avail.
Also discussed will be the terms and status of lawsuits in
preparation and planned direction of the future pursuits.
5. Dr. Aram Galstyan of USC Information Sciences Institute,
Intelligent Systems Division, spoke about "Intelligent
Machines & Artificial Intelligence Brief Survey". The term
Artificial Intelligence (AI) was coined at the now famous
Dartmouth conference in the summer of 1956. Despite the

optimism generated by the early success of AI programs, fifty
two years later we are still very far away from the so called
"strong" AI, as efforts to build machines with general human-
like intelligence have been largely fruitless. At the same time,
a pragmatic and problem-solving oriented AI research has
been tremendously successful in developing intelligent
systems and technologies for various applications, such as
automated speech recognition, machine translation and image

processing. A brief survey was given on modern AI and
machine learning (ML). The latter is concerned with how to
make machines learn through discovering regularities and
patterns in data. A brief introduction to main ML approaches
and what applications in AI can still be achieved that can
influence how we live was presented and discussed. Also
discussed was the potential prospect of starting machine-
learning research in Armenia.
6. Dr. Ara Kasparian, the head of the Environmental

Management Division of the City of Los Angeles spoke on:
"Los Angeles River Revitalization”. Did you know that Los
Angeles has a river?  Beyond all the jokes about the LA River,



there is a genuine plan to use this resource to revitalize Los
Angeles, create open space, parks, water related recreational
facilities, such as canoeing, and establish river friendly
developments. Similar river improvement efforts implemented
in other countries, such as Armenia, South Korea, and Spain

were discussed. Can a “San Antonio Riverwalk-like”
development be implemented here? Where would the water
come from during the dry season? Will the value of properties
near the river increase? How much will the plan cost? And
finally, what’s in it for you? What are the similarities of the
LA river to the Hrazdan river that flows through Yerevan?
7. Raffi Kendirjian, Financial Analyst, UBS, & ARPA
Secretary presented a lecture on “Economic Development in

Armenia: Opportunities and Challenges” on October 30, 2008.
The presentation also discussed the many challenges facing
the government of Armenia today. Despite strong economic
growth, Armenia's unemployment rate remains high.
Combating corruption, strengthening the financial sector,
fostering productivity growth and increasing the
competitiveness of the enterprises in Armenia are some of the
many challenges facing policymakers and civil society in
Armenia today and in the years to come. Economic growth in

Armenia has been robust and steady throughout the past
decade, averaging over 13% in recent years. Armenia has
managed to reduce poverty, slash inflation, stabilize its
currency, and privatize most small- and medium-sized
enterprises. Today, the Armenian economy is strategically
positioned to play a greater role as a regional hub for many
multinational firms by providing them with the infrastructure,
business environment and human resources.

Please don't forget to make your tax-deductible

donation to ARPA Institute.

ARPA is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, ID
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